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Family days out, lake excursions, sea kayaking, river trips, weekend
adventures or simply winding down after work? To us it is all of these
things and so much more. 

That is why Perception offers the broadest selection of kayaks to meet
the most diverse needs of discerning paddlers. Every kayak offers
exceptional performance, stability and comfort; which is the reason
paddlers of every level choose Perception kayaks.

To help you quickly find the kayaks of most interest to you our range is
broken down into areas that help identify their intended use.

Perception recreation kayaks are a great way to explore inland waterways
on both your first time out and many years later. They offer you stability,
accessibility and versatility, ensuring that your time afloat is easy, safe and
most of all fun. Our recreation kayaks are compact in size so easy to
handle on and off the water.

Perception touring kayaks take you further. With a wide range of
performance characteristics, effortless paddling is assured from inland
navigations to coastal waters. All bear Perception’s hallmark stability and
reliability. You’ll be forever spotting sections of water to tempt you into
your boat to explore to your heart’s content.

Hop on a Perception sit on kayak. You’ll immediately feel the confidence
inspiring, safe, open styling. Easy handling and dependable durability make
these kayaks ideal for fun seekers of all ages and abilities. They are
especially well suited to family fun at the beach or lake.

Our boat descriptions should help you differentiate between the various
models. We have tried to keep these as jargon free as possible. However
understanding what effect the main design specifications have on your
kayak is important. Through our entire range stability, manoeuvrability and
predictable handling are key features. You can relax knowing that our aim
is to keep you upright. 

Perception touring, recreation and sit-on kayaks have excellent directional
tracking and enhanced stability courtesy of our “Tracking Hull”. This design,
pioneered by Perception, guides the flow of water along the hull for true
tracking and speed and minimises the drop off in performance of a shorter
kayak. It also ensures rigidity and shape retention for long lasting
performance.

Length and width are important factors to bear in mind because they affect
handling on and off the water. The most stable and easy to handle kayaks
in calm conditions are those which are short and wide. They are therefore
well suited to beginners and recreational paddlers. Transport and storage
of a short kayak is also easier. A longer kayak is more directionally stable
and quicker. The further your excursion, the greater the benefits of a longer
kayak. 
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Also take into account the maximum load. Most of our kayaks have a large
loading capacity to allow for a wide variety of paddlers’ sizes and
equipment. Performance and control of a heavily loaded kayak will be
reduced.

Our kayaks are packed with outfitting features to reflect their intended use
and help you make the most of your time afloat. Comfort and control are
key design features of a Perception kayak. Our goal is to offer you the
best possible control in the maximum comfort. 

Whichever Perception kayak you choose, you can be confident that it has
been manufactured to the exacting standards that have earned us an
exceptional reputation for consistent high quality.

Perception kayaks are built to last. Your guarantee of consistent and
reliable quality comes from our use of the finest materials and the most
up to date manufacturing techniques.

Perception hulls last longer because the Superlinear Polyethylene we use
has exceptional levels of impact and abrasion resistance. They also
perform better for longer because our material has excellent shape
retention. 

Perception’s industry leading rotational moulding machines are custom built
to suit our specific requirements for high quality production of our boats.
They use purpose designed software to ensure optimum strength in the
areas that are subjected to greatest wear and stress by controlling the
positioning of material in minute detail.  Our policy of development and
investment in leading technology guarantees the continuation of these high
standards into the future.

For consistent quality across our range from extreme white water kayaks
to relaxed river tourers we use the same materials and manufacturing
techniques for them all.

Of course the better you look after your kayak, the longer it will last..

Touring and Recreation Kayaks

Zone Outfitting
Zone is an enhanced performance outfitting system, raising industry
standards for fit, comfort and on the move adjustment in recreation and

touring kayaks. Quickly fine tune
the height of the backrest using
the adjustment lever and set to
your required position. Adjust
the angle and incline to your
desire using the conveniently
placed ratchet buckle beside the
seat. The seat and backrest are

cushioned with soft and warm thermo-foam pads.  A stylish and durable
high-grip finish ensures that even the longest days afloat are a relaxing
and enjoyable experience.

Tracking Hull 
Staying on course comes naturally with our Tracking Hull. Tracking
channels control the flow of water from the moment it is guided past the
bow until it slips around the pronounced skeg at the stern.  A defined keel
cuts through the water between the channels to add further grip.  The
Tracking Hull also allows us to create excellent stability without
compromising speed and direction because it allows us to use a broader,
shallower profile.  And because it is built in it never stops working.

Touring Rudder and Tip Toes Rudder Control Footrests
Ease handling in wind, waves
and currents with our
lightweight and robust, foot
controlled rudder.  The
extremely efficient blade is
sized for optimum performance
and lifts easily from the water
for beaching and transport.

The Tip Toes system allows you
to retain your footrest in a
bracing position at all times
whilst using the Tip Toes pedal
to give precise and easy rudder
control.  The ingenious adjustment
system keeps the rudder control
lines under tension when the

footrest position is moved to accommodate different leg lengths.

This system can be factory fitted as an optional extra to all touring kayaks
and is available as a kit for self fitting. 

Hatch and Flotation Bulkhead systems
This combination creates gear stowage compartments in Expedition
kayaks. The Flotation Bulkheads are formed from impervious, high density
foam which add buoyancy to your kayak and prevent swamping in a
capsize situation.  The bulkheads are bonded in position using the best
sealant available. 

Our reliable hatches are simple and quick to use. They fit easily onto the
rim and remain secure under pressure.  We recommend that you carry all
stowed items in waterproof bags.

Spraydecks
Stay warm and keep water out of
your kayak with our purpose
designed nylon spraydeck.
Different size spraydecks suit
our various cockpits, all of
which have adjustable waist
and cockpit to tailor to your
preferred fit. Our Anti-Implosion

Batten prevents sagging and resists implosion under pressure. Open
cockpit tandem spraydecks are made in two pieces with Velcro attachment
to allow you to separate from your paddling partner in the event of a
spillage. All seams are taped.

Sit On Kayaks

Self bailing system
Self bailers quickly drain excess water away from the cockpit of your sit-
on kayak as soon as you get moving.  For a dry ride on flat water, foam
moulded bungs are available to plug the self bailers.

Foam Moulded Backrest kit
Clip this kit quickly into place on
your Beach specification sit on
kayak to benefit from the extra
comfort and improved support.
The backrest allows body
movement for playing in surf
and all round agility when
paddling.  It clips easily onto the

accessory attachment points on your sit on kayak and can be removed for
transportation.

Padded seat and backrest kit
This system is standard with all
Comfort specification sit on kayaks.
Add extra comfort to your Beach
sit on kayak by fitting this all-in-
one seat pad and backrest
system.  The padded base
cushions the seating area, while
the reinforced backrest supports

your posture.  It helps reduce fatigue and is ideal for all day comfort when
exploring. 

Thigh straps
Grip and control of your sit on
kayak is increased by our thigh
strap system.  To achieve the
desired fit these padded straps
can be quickly adjusted to suit.
Thigh straps are standard on Surf
specification kayaks and our
upgrade kit clips quickly in place

on any other version.

General Accessory
Stow Sac Dry Bag

The Stow Sac is purpose
designed with a tapered design
that fits the stowage recess on
the stern of sit on kayaks, inside
your deck hatch or in the stern
of most kayaks.

The robust construction is ideal
for packing away your equipment for a day on the water.  You’ll find plenty of
space for lunch, a towel, spare clothing and other items in the 25 litre capacity.
An efficient roll closure features side release buckles for quick and easy
access with two D rings for securing the bag to your boat with a carabiner.  

This stylish bag is a must have accessory for any kayak.

WHAT DOES KAYAKING MEAN 
TO YOU ? 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT BOAT

WE BUILD QUALITY INTO EVERY
KAYAK

KEY FEATURES



The Sierra is a compact, stable and easy to paddle kayak from which to explore.

It is longer than our Sundance and therefore suited to travelling further or where the extra water line can assist with greater speed and tracking.  To help
you stay on course the Sierra features our tried and tested Tracking Hull.  Confidence inspiring stability will keep you exploring to your hearts content.

Storage and transportation are also made easy by the Sierra’s compact size. This is particularly beneficial if you have a small car or little storage
space but wish to benefit from a smooth and easy flowing kayak for recreational excursions.

The roomy cockpit with cushioned seat and Zone backrest gives you easy access and real comfort afloat. In fact the cockpit is so spacious that
an optional child seat is available.

There is plenty of stowage space in the rear of the kayak which is converted into a compartment for more secure storage in our Expedition version.

The Sundance is an ideal introduction into the world of kayaking. 

Our vast design expertise brings you a kayak that blends user friendliness, compact length and stability so you feel perfectly at home whatever
your experience.  To allow you to focus on fun and your surroundings the Tracking Hull gives true directional handling and easy control.

Your comfort is assured thanks to an easy access cockpit and an outstanding level of outfitting which includes a spacious padded seat and our
Zone adjustable backrest.

The Sundance is as easy to manoeuvre off the water as it is on it.  Being compact and light it is easy to put on a roof rack or fits inside a wide
array of vehicles, caravans and motor homes

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Padded seat
• Zone adjustable backrest
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Deck elastics

Optional Extras
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Recreation Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Intermediate
Water Type: Calm Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 287cm
Width: 72cm 
Weight: 18kg 
Maximum load: 150kg

Standard Version
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Padded seat
• Zone adjustable backrest 
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Deck elastics

Expedition Version adds:
• Rear Easy Seal hatch
• Rear Flotation Bulkhead 

Optional Extras
• High Back child seat
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Recreational Touring Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Intermediate
Water Type: Calm Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 338cm
Width: 72cm 
Weight: 19kg 
Maximum load: 160kg

This compact tandem is the ideal way for you and your paddling partner or family to enjoy trips on local waterways. 

The Kiwi 2 enables you to explore with ease even if you are new to the sport. Incredible forgiveness, stability and user friendly handling come
from the broad, soft contoured hull, which glides smoothly across the water.

A spacious open cockpit design gives easy access to the comfortable seats with backrests. For family days out a small child can join in the fun
using the optional clip-in child seat. If your paddling partner takes a day off the front seat quickly adjusts for solo excursions.

Transport is made easier by the manageable length, which also helps with storing the kayak when it’s not in use.  The Kiwi 2 is a real favourite
with friends, families, rental companies and disability groups.

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Adjustable front seat
• Fixed rear seat
• Fold down backrests
• Adjustable pedal footrests (front)

Optional Extras
• Child seat
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Tandem Recreation Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Intermediate
Water Type: Calm Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 397cm
Width: 84cm
Weight: 33kg
Maximum load: 250kg

The Kiwi 3 is a quick and agile recreational touring kayak for friends and families. 

You will find fun and confidence in this stable, predictable and user friendly tandem whether you are an experienced paddler or starting out.  It has
the same open feel as the Kiwi 2 with more speed and directional stability to give you scope to travel further afield on lakes and inland waterways. 

Plenty of legroom and spacious padded seats with cushioned backrests give real comfort on short excursions or all day trips. To allow you to trim
the kayak for solo use and a variety of paddler combinations both seats adjust fore and aft. A smaller family member can join in the fun when
you add the optional High Back child seat.

A dry bag for your day’s essentials is easily accommodated in the roomy stowage space behind the rear seat.  This area is converted into a
storage compartment with hatch access on our Expedition version

Standard Version
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Adjustable padded seats
• Padded fold down backrests
• Adjustable pedal footrests (front)
• Deck elastics

Expedition Version adds
• Rear Dual Density hatch
• Rear Flotation Bulkhead

Optional Extras
• High Back child seat
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Tandem Recreational 
Touring Kayak 

User Guide: Beginner - Intermediate
Water Type: Calm Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 435cm
Width: 85cm 
Weight: 36kg 
Maximum load: 250kg

Sundance

Sierra

Kiwi 2

Kiwi 3



The Carolina 12 is a compact version of the World’s most popular touring kayak.

All round versatility enables you to enjoy day and overnight trips on a wide variety of waters.  This sporty kayak gives all the benefits of a true
tracking touring kayak in a package that is easy to handle, transport and store. Our v-shaped tracking hull with soft chines gives stable, directional
and smooth performance beyond that normally associated with a kayak of this size.

The cockpit is designed for the perfect balance of comfort and control.  Roomy access is complimented with the highly supportive Zone backrest
system, padded seat and padded thigh braces to give a personalised fit.

The Carolina 12 is outfitted as an Expedition kayak with plenty of room to secure gear for overnight or extended trips in the front and rear stowage
compartments which are accessed through our reliable Dual Density hatches.

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Adjustable padded seat
• Zone adjustable backrest
• Padded thigh braces
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Front and rear Dual Density hatches
• Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads 
• Deck elastics
• Deck lines

Optional Extras
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Touring Kayak  
User Guide: Beginner - Intermediate
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 366cm
Width: 66cm 
Weight: 22kg 
Maximum load: 150kg

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Adjustable padded seat
• Zone adjustable backrest
• Padded thigh braces
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Front and rear Dual Density hatches
• Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads 
• Deck elastics
• Deck lines

Optional Extras
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Touring Kayak  
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 427cm
Width: 62cm 
Weight: 24kg 
Maximum load: 170kg

The Acadia perfectly compliments our day touring options as a single hatch, relaxed and easy going kayak. 

This smooth flowing kayak is quick and holds a true course thanks to the tracking channels and pronounced keel line combination.  Whilst maintaining
excellent stability and agility the Acadia is longer and therefore quicker across the water than the smaller Sierra. 

Accommodating height in the front deck provides easy cockpit access along with plenty of room and makes the Acadia popular for a wide variety of
paddler sizes.  To enable you to spend all day afloat in comfort the seat is padded and our Zone backrest adjusts easily to your optimum position.

Secure gear for extended trips in the rear stowage compartment which is accessed through the large oval Dual Density hatch on our Expedition version.

Standard Version
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Padded seat
• Zone adjustable backrest
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Deck elastics

Expedition Version adds
• Rear Dual Density hatch
• Rear Flotation Bulkhead

Optional Extras
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Nylon spraydeck 
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Day Touring Kayak  
User Guide: Beginner - Intermediate
Water Type: Calm Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 374cm
Width: 72cm 
Weight: 22kg 
Maximum load: 180kg

The Vista is an open cockpit, fast touring tandem for you to explore waterways and take in the sights. 

The exceptional directional stability comes from the extended water line and our Tracking Hull that combine to keep a firm grip on the water.
Stability is not compromised for speed so the Vista is perfect whether you are experienced or new to kayaking. 

The large carrying capacity and open cockpit amply accommodates two adults, in comfortable and supportive seats. To adjust the trim for different
weight combinations or solo paddling both seats can be moved fore and aft. Small children can also join in the fun when you use optional High
Back child seats.

A map and a small dry bag can be clipped to the front deck elastics for easy access. Larger items stow close to hand in the cockpit or behind
the rear seat. For more secure stowage the rear of the kayak is converted to a sealed compartment, with hatch access, in our Expedition version.

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Adjustable padded seats
• Padded fold down backrests
• Adjustable pedal footrests 
• Deck elastics

Expedition Version adds
• Rear Easy Seal hatch
• Rear Flotation Bulkhead system

Optional Extras
• High Back child seat
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Tandem Touring Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Calm Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 485cm
Width: 82cm
Weight: 41kg
Maximum load: 300kg

The modern design styling of the Carolina 14 continues the rich pedigree of the World’s most popular touring kayak.

Exceptional versatility enables you to enjoy trips on your local waterways or travel to the coast and explore areas that have until now only been
feasible in more advanced sea kayaks. 

The quick and true hull design features a pronounced v in bow and stern which combines with tracking channels for a performance that will expand
with your experience.  Soft chines and a shallower profile under the cockpit create stability and easy handling on anything from flat water to coastal
swells.  The legendary design styling is perfect for all abilities of paddler on a wide variety of trips.  

Your comfort and control are enhanced by an easy access cockpit with our highly supportive Zone backrest system, padded seat and padded thigh
braces to give a personalised fit.

Generous stowage space accommodates your equipment for overnight or extended trips in the front and rear stowage compartments which are
accessed through our reliable Dual Density hatches.

Acadia 

Vista

Carolina 12

Carolina 14 



The Essence redefines sea kayak performance by integrating the latest design technology to allow expert and novice kayakers to take their sea
touring experiences to new levels.  

The advanced hull design is solid tracking yet manoeuvrable with the ability to adapt performance to suit the conditions with our multi-position,
retractable skeg.  A strong v in the bow and stern give true directional stability with the defined chines and shallower profile under the cockpit
providing stability and control for smooth and predictable turns.

Excellent cockpit ergonomics give real comfort and control.  Outfitting reflects the focus on a great fit with a padded seat, adjustable padded thigh
braces, ratchet adjustable backrest and adjustable pedal footrests.

Two size options further allow you to personalise your fit to suit taste, experience and your ergonomic preferences.  The Essence 17 is the larger
of the two sizes and is ideal for medium to large paddlers, while the smaller Essence 16 caters perfectly for small to medium framed paddlers
looking for the optimum fit.  

The reliable fore and aft hatch and bulkhead systems create the main secure compartments for equipment stowage.  A day hatch behind the cockpit
gives access to items you wish to stow close to hand in a convenient compartment.  Deck elastics and safety deck lines complete the high level
of outfitting.  Our optional Touring Rudder and Tip Toes combination is available.

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Adjustable padded seats
• Ratchet adjustable backrests
• Adjustable padded thigh braces
• Adjustable pedal footrests 
• Front and rear Dual Density hatches
• Day hatch
• Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads
• Retractable skeg
• Deck elastics
• Deck lines

Optional Extras
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Sea Kayak 
User Guide: Intermediate - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, Lake
Length: 500cm (16) 518cm (17)
Width: 57cm (16) 58cm (17) 
Weight: 26kg (16) 27kg (17)
Maximum load: 150kg (16) 160kg (17)

The Sealion Fastnet is a quick and agile intermediate sea kayak. This award winning design draws speed from its long, narrow hull with an upswept
bow that cuts through anything from chop to rough seas.  Rounded chines allow you to brace with confidence and execute smooth turns.  If you
are less experienced you will find plenty of forgiveness to ease yourself into a variety of lake and sea conditions.

Outfitting reflects the Fastnet’s classification as an expedition kayak. The comfortable cockpit is geared to long days afloat with its Thermofoam
cushioned seat, ratchet adjustable backrest and padded thigh braces. There is plenty of storage space in fore and aft compartments, accessed
through Easy Seal hatches. Safety lines and deck elastics are carried via recessed deck fittings.

The Contour’s advanced hull profile and even volume distribution gives you a high performance kayak with a stable and forgiving temperament on
lakes, estuaries and the coastal waters. 

Our proven Tracking Hull is complemented with soft chines for fluid forward paddling in combination with predictable handling and stability in waves.
To ensure a dry and controlled ride the bow is upswept and flared to deflect spray. 

Expedition outfitting gives ample storage capacity in the front and rear compartments for day, overnight or longer trips.  These storage
compartments are sealed with our Flotation Bulkheads and accessed through Easy Seal hatches. Your comfort and control on longer trips are
enhanced by the highly supportive Zone backrest, padded seat and padded thigh braces which are fitted as standard.

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Padded seat
• Zone adjustable backrest
• Padded thigh braces
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Front and rear Dual Density hatches
• Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads 
• Deck elastics
• Deck lines

Optional Extras
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Touring Kayak  
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, Touring 

River, Lake
Length: 485cm
Width: 64cm 
Weight: 26kg 
Maximum load: 180kg

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Adjustable padded seat
• Ratchet adjustable backrest
• Padded thigh braces
• Adjustable pedal footrests 
• Front and rear Easy Seal hatches
• Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads
• Deck elastics
• Deck lines

Optional Extras
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Sea Touring Kayak 
User Guide: Intermediate - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, Touring 

River, Lake
Length: 502cm
Width: 58cm 
Weight: 27kg 
Maximum load: 180kg

The Horizon is a versatile two-cockpit tandem kayak for short trips or multi-day expeditions. The emphasis is on user friendly handling in
combination with high performance. Particular attention is paid to paddler comfort, with roomy cockpits and confidence inspiring stability.  

For a dry ride, even in choppy water, the high volume bow rides over waves deflecting spray away from the cockpit areas.  A long waterline gives
the Horizon excellent directional stability yet is still nimble enough for inland trips around backwater creeks. To allow you to fully enjoy the
experience of tandem exploration a wide variety of paddler combinations are comfortably accommodated by accurate volume distribution.  

There is plenty of storage space for two paddlers’ kit in the bow and stern compartments which are accessed through Easy Seal hatches. 
To enhance handling in a variety of sea conditions our Touring Rudder is available as an optional extra. 

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Padded seats
• Padded backrests
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Front and rear Easy Seal hatches
• Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads 
• Moulded carry handles
• Deck elastics
• Front deck lines

Optional Extras
• Touring Rudder and Tip Toes 

footrest combination
• Nylon spraydecks
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Tandem Touring Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, Touring 

River, Lake, Canal
Length: 488cm
Width: 76cm
Weight: 33kg
Maximum load: 280kg

Contour

Sealion Fastnet

Horizon

*Prototype shown

Essence 16 & 17



The Squirt’s safe open feel and easy handling are perfect for family fun at the beach, lake or river. 

This playful kayak is especially popular with children who love the manageable size with its light weight and reassuring open styling.  The extremely
stable and forgiving hull design is popular with paddlers of all abilities. For easy exploration the Tracking Hull flows smoothly and holds a true
course. To ensure your comfort afloat the contour moulded cockpit features our self bailing system to allow water to drain away quickly. 

Our Comfort specification features a padded seat and backest system to give optimum comfort while the Beach version is for fleet operators and
occasional users who appreciate low maintenance outfitting. 

Transport to and from the water is made easy with side and end carry handles. Storage is no problem with a length less than 3 metres. 

Beach Version
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Self bailing system
• Moulded footrests
• Multiple handles
• Accessory attachment loops
• Drain plug

Comfort Version adds
• Padded seat and backrest

Optional Extras
• Foam Moulded Backrest kit (for Beach Version)
• Padded seat and backrest kit (for Beach Version)
• Thigh straps
• Bailer bungs
• Paddle Leash

Type: Recreational Sit On Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Intermediate
Water Type: Coast, Estuary,Touring 

River, Lake, Canal
Length: 270cm
Width: 78cm 
Weight: 16kg 
Maximum load: 85kg

Beach Version
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Self bailing system
• Moulded footrests
• Multiple moulded handles
• Stowage area with retainers
• Accessory attachment loops
• Drain plug

Comfort Version adds 
(Beach Version +)

• Padded seat and backrest
• Screw hatch with mesh bag

Surf Version adds 
(Beach Version +)

• Padded seat and backrest
• Thigh straps
• Paddle leash
• Screw hatch with mesh bag
• Water bottle

Optional Extras
• Foam Moulded Backrest kit (for Beach Version)
• Padded seat and backrest kit (for Beach Version)
• Thigh straps (for Beach and Comfort)
• Bailer bungs
• Stow Sac dry bag
• Paddle Leash (for Beach and Comfort)

Type: Recreational Sit On Kayak  
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, Touring River, 

Lake, Canal
Length: 295cm
Width: 75cm 
Weight: 20kg 
Maximum load: 150kg

This extremely popular sit on kayak provides an exquisite blend of exploring, surfing and all round fun.

Exceptional stability and user friendly handling mean you need look no further for a versatile kayak to suit fun seekers and families at the beach,
lake or river. Paddlers of all abilities benefit from a smooth and predictable ride thanks to the ingenious hull design and even volume distribution.
The perfectly combined tracking channels and defined skeg work in unison to offer both directional stability for exploring and manoeuvrability when
surfing.  More adventurous paddlers will appreciate the defined rail for carving turns on waves.

Comfort and control come courtesy of the mould-in seating area with moulded backrest and foot supports.  A child can be accommodated with
an adult in the specially designed seat area until they are old enough to paddle alone. 

The Scooter offers three outfitting options. Our Comfort specification is the ultimate cruiser with a padded seat and backrest system to give
optimum comfort.  A screw hatch stows small items for your trip.

Surf outfitting includes all the benefits of the Comfort and adds thigh straps to give more control in waves and on moving water. The paddle leash
helps keep your boat and paddle together. Our Beach is a low maintenance specification for easy days at the beach and is extremely popular with
rental fleets. All specifications feature retainers in the stern storage recess which takes the purpose designed Perception Stow Sac.

Off the water the Scooter is manageable and easy to car-top thanks to the compact size and unique mould-in handling features which give excellent
grip to move your boat around.

Squirt

Scooter 



Beach Version
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Self bailing system
• Third seat for passenger or solo 

paddling
• Moulded footrests
• Multiple moulded handles
• Stowage area with retainers
• Accessory attachment loops
• Drain plug

Comfort Version adds
• Padded seats and backrests
• Screw hatch with mesh bag

Optional Extras
• Foam Moulded Backrest kit (For Beach Version)
• Padded seat and backrest kit (For Beach Version)
• Thigh straps
• Bailer bungs
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Tandem Recreational Sit On 
Kayak  

User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, Touring River, 

Lake, Canal
Length: 375cm
Width: 80cm 
Weight: 28kg 
Maximum load: 200kg

The Freedom is designed for exploration and uses the same Tracking Hull found on our day touring kayaks to cut a true course.  This smooth
flowing hull is quick and manoeuvrable with a flared bow that cuts through chop for a predictable ride.  Beginners draw confidence from the
comfortable, safe, open feel and exceptional stability.  

The moulded seat area features our self bailing system to drain away water from the cockpit area and prevent swamping. 

Three outfitting options give you the freedom to suit your boat to your days afloat. Our Comfort specification is for cruising.  A padded seat and
backrest system gives optimum comfort and a screw hatch stows small items for your trip. Expedition outfitting is made for loading your gear and
heading off.  Multiple hatches and all the benefits of the Comfort outfitting will keep you exploring all day. Our Beach is a low maintenance
specification for easy days afloat and is very popular with rental fleets.  All specifications feature retainers in the stern storage recess which takes
the purpose designed Perception Stow Sac.

Beach Version
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Self bailing system
• Moulded footrests
• Multiple handles
• Stowage area with retainers
• Accessory attachment loops
• Drain plug

Comfort Version adds:
(Beach Version +)

• Padded seat and backrest
• Screw hatch with mesh bag

Expedition Version adds
(Beach Version +)

• Padded seat and backrest
• Screw hatch with mesh bag
• 2 Easy Seal hatches
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Water bottle

Optional Extras
• Foam Moulded Backrest kit (For Beach Version)
• Padded seat and backrest kit (For Beach Version)
• Thigh straps
• Bailer bungs
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Touring Sit On Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, Touring 

River, Lake, Canal
Length: 400cm
Width: 78cm 
Weight: 22kg 
Maximum load: 180kg

This surf kayak mixes fun and high performance in a user-friendly package.

The ingenious design is stable and predictable enough for adventurous newcomers to surfing, yet quick and manoeuvrable for expert competitors.
Rapid acceleration comes from the fast planing hull. The sharp rails and fin system give you control to carve cut backs and shred all day.

The comfortable, safety engineered outfitting can be easily adjusted to suit all paddling abilities. Firm control comes from the custom designed footrest
and thigh strap configuration. Your comfort and control is enhanced by the self bailing system, which allows water to escape quickly from the cockpit area. 

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Planing hull
• Self bailing system
• Adjustable footrests
• Thigh straps
• Screw hatch with mesh bag
• Surf fin
• Accessory attachment loops
• Water bottle

Type: Surf Sit On Kayak  
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Coast
Length: 297cm
Width: 72cm
Weight: 20kg
Maximum load: 110kg

Scooter Gemini

Freedom

Five-O

This user friendly tandem is a firm favourite for coastal or inland fun. Excellent stability allows you to cruise with confidence and enjoy the scenery
whatever your experience. 

Relaxing in the comfortable, self bailing seats you will appreciate the Scooter Gemini’s fun and forgiving temperament. The smooth, predictable ride
and true directional stability comes without compromising manoeuvrability. This versatility is courtesy of the combination of our Tracking Hull,
upswept bow and perfectly balanced volume distribution. 

Children can be accommodated with an adult in the specially designed seat area until they are old enough to get afloat alone.  A third seat in the
centre of the cockpit area is ideal for solo paddling or a passenger.  

Our Comfort specification is the ultimate cruiser with padded seat and backrest systems that give optimum comfort.  A screw hatch stows small
items for your trip.
The Beach version is popular with fleet operators and occasional users who appreciate the low maintenance outfitting. Both versions feature
retainers in the stern storage recess which takes the purpose designed Perception Stow Sac.

Off the water this compact design is very manageable thanks to the unique moulded handling features that are especially helpful for family outings
when not all trippers are able to lend a hand.



The purpose designed Caster is a stable and predictable boat from which to fish.  The hull holds a smooth flowing and true course to your favourite
spot.  The combination of sit on and touring kayak performance is ideal for river, lake and calm coastal fishing.

You will want to spend as much time as possible afloat so comfort is key.  The contour moulded seat area features our self bailing system to
drain away water from the cockpit area and prevent swamping.  Your comfort is enhanced by our padded seat and backrest system which gives
excellent support and cushioning. Of course you will need to carry a variety of equipment.  Two screw hatches, and a storage recess take all the
necessary items for the day afloat.  For your rod positions a front deck mounted bait caster and two trolling rod holders in the stern offer a great
mix of options.

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Padded seat and backrest
• Self bailing system
• 2 Flush mount rod holders
• Bait caster
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• 2 Screw hatches with mesh bags
• Multiple handles
• Stowage area with retainers
• Accessory attachment loops
• Paddle holder

Optional Extras
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Angling Sit On Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Calm Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake
Length: 340cm
Width: 77cm 
Weight: 23kg 
Maximum load: 150kg

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Padded seat & backrest
• Self bailing system
• 3 Flush mount rod holders
• Bait caster
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Screw hatch with mesh bag
• Easy Seal hatch
• Multiple handles
• Stowage area with retainers
• Accessory attachment loops
• Paddle holder

Optional Extras
• Bailer bungs
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Angling Sit On Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Advanced
Water Type: Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake
Length: 400cm
Width: 78cm 
Weight: 24kg 
Maximum load: 180kg

The Sierra is stable, compact and user friendly; making it perfect to fish from.

The roomy cockpit, with cushioned seat and height adjustable Zone backrest, gives you easy access and real comfort afloat. Confidence inspiring
stability will relax your mind and keep you focused on your fishing.

To help you stay on course to your favourite fishing grounds the Sierra features our tried and tested Tracking Hull, while a short water line enables
you to turn on command.  Storage and transportation are also made easy by the Sierra’s compact size. This is particularly beneficial if you have
a small car or little storage space.

For your rods a front deck mounted bait caster and trolling rod holders in the stern offer a variety of opportunities. Small items can be kept close
to hand on the fishing specific dashboard for quick access. There is plenty of stowage space for larger items below deck in the rear compartment
accessed through an Easy Seal hatch.

• Superlinear Polyethylene shell 
• Tracking Hull
• Padded seat
• Zone adjustable backrest
• 2 Flush mount rod holders
• Bait caster
• Fishing Dashboard
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Rear Easy Seal hatch
• Rear Flotation Bulkhead 
• Deck elastics
• Paddle holder

Optional Extras
• High Back child seat
• Nylon spraydeck
• Stow Sac dry bag

Type: Angling Kayak 
User Guide: Beginner - Intermediate
Water Type: Calm Coast, Estuary, 

Touring River, Lake, Canal
Length: 338cm
Width: 72cm
Weight: 19kg
Maximum load: 160kg

Sierra Angler

As an angling kayak the Freedom offers both excellent stability and true tracking. It uses the same Tracking Hull found on our touring kayaks to
hold a true course and the flared bow cuts through chop for a predictable ride to your favourite spot. The combination of sit on and touring kayak
performance is ideal for river, lake and coastal fishing.

To enable you to spend as much time as possible afloat particular attention is paid to comfort.  The contour moulded seat area features our self
bailing system to drain away water from the cockpit area and prevent swamping. Your comfort is enhanced by our padded seat and backrest system
which gives excellent support and cushioning.  

You can stow a variety of equipment in a large deck hatch, cockpit screw hatch and a storage recess which take all the necessary items for the
day afloat. For your rod positions the bait caster can be mounted left or right and trolling rod holders mount behind the seat.  A flush rod holder
in front of the seat completes the myriad opportunities.

Caster 11.5 Angler

Freedom Angler

Fishing Dashboard

*Prototype shown
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